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High peak power rare gas halide
laser~
for applications
in Inertial
Confinement
Fusion
are being developed
at laboratonea
across
the world.
The United
States
Department
of Energy
raponsors a program
conducted
at the Los Alamos
National
Laboratory
and the Naval Research
Laboratory.
The Los Alamos laser development
program is comp~]sed of three major elements;
the Aurora
Laster Facility
is a I
ter~watt
KrF laser designed
aa an integrated
performance
demonstration
of a target
qualified excimer laser sys~m; an advanced
design
effort evaluates
concepts that offer
the improved
performance
and lower cost that will be essential
for the construction
of
future lasers in the 0.5 to 10 MJ clam; and a laser hchnology
program
that addresses
both performance
and cost issues
that will be important
in advanced
laser system
designs,

The development
of high peak power KrF laser technology
for Inertial
Confinement
Fusion
(ICF) applications
is actively
in pr~gress
throughout
the world with m~jor
facilities
underway
in Japan, Canada,
England
and ~.he ~TS. The Log Alamgs Nntional
Laboratory KrF laser developrr,ent
orog-ram addrew,es both near tin-n integrated
l~ser
demonstrations
snd
longe-r
term
a~vanced
design
concepts
and
the rcqu~
technology
advancement
for larger funion laser aygtemo.
In thi~ p~per wc will rcv [’w
the current
progrerna cm the near term tichnical
nctivitics
and will describe t})c fIl( Irc
directions of the Los Alamos KrF’ laser development
progran~.

Tne ni;nr term gon! for lms !,lamoo is the oucccuafu] intrgrntion
Bnd opcr[ltior) of tl)(I of
the Aurorn
I,nscr Fa:iiit.y
at the multi-kilojoule
level with powcre npprt)[l[l~i]]~
one
terawatt,
Aurora
ie a ~hort-puiae,
high-power,
krypton-fluoride
lns(lr BYSt(III), It

serves as an end-to-end
technology
demonstration
prototype
for large-scale
excimer
laser systems
of interest
to short wavelength
ICF investigations.
The system
to
employs
optical
angular
multiplexing
aud serial
amplification
by electron-beamdnven
KrF laser amplifiers
to deliver 248 m, 5 ns duration
multi-kilojoule
laser
pulses to ICF-relevant
targets.
Figure
1 shows a schematic
diagram
of the laser
ays+~m.
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The KrF front end, bnsed on commercial
discharge
laser oscillators
and alnplifiers,
employs a stimulated
brillouin
scattering
phase conjugate
mirror
to grncrate
a high
contrast
5 ns pulse of 248 nm radiation,
The single pulse is split by a series of brnm
scrapers and beam splitters
h form a 480 ns train of 96 pulses which arc directvd to ~hc
Pre-Amplif’ier
(PA) and Intermediate
Amplifier (IA) by a centered trnnsrnitting
optlcul
system,
After the PA the beams
are spatially
acparated
by the reflecting
J,nrgc
Aperture
Module (14AM) feed array and brought
through
the 100 x 100 x 200 cms 1AM
for final two pass amplification.
From the I.AM, 48 of t},e bea~ns are demul!iplrxed
and restacked
into a ~inglc 5 ns pul~e nnd brought b focus in the target chamber,
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ia entering
the final Ptages of oyatem integration.
During
the past
mqjor construction
an? integration
tasks have been accomplished:

1. Dem~lnstration
of 96-beBm mult~plexing
and amplified
energy extraction,
as
evidenced
by the inbgratid
operation of the front end, the multiplexer
( ]Z-fold
and 8-fold emcoders), the optical
relay train, and three eJcctron-beam-driven
amplifiers;
2. Amemb]y
nnd installation
of the
corasiats of over 300 optical components
oquare t4 over a metmr Bquare;

d ~mt~ltiplexer
optical
hardware,
which
ranging in size from 6everal centi. rterrj

3. ?ntegmtion
of the entire laser system (with the exception of the 1AM and thv
at !~l~n~t~d final aimin~ system) and the delivery of low-puwer 5 n~ pulw’s to thv
turget chamber;

4. Completion
of two;

of an upgrade

b increase

the !%ont end output

by almost

a factor

6. Completion
of pulsed
power and electron-beam
pumping
upgrades
on the
LA-M, PA, and Small Aperture Module (SAM). The SAM shows a 40% increase
in deposited
electron
beam energy
and the PA deposited
energy
has been
increased by a factor of two; and
6. Beam alignment
and propagation
from the MM to the target.
LAM optics
have been installed,
the beams sized to the target chamber,
and the SAM, IA,
PA, and LAM have been fired in a step-by-step
from the
--- process of integration
front end to the target.

l’)F~
In the longer term the National ICF program will continue to plan for the construction
and operation of the next generation
driver for ICF physics experiments.
In order to
determine
the applicability
of KrF laser technology
to future ger,erations
of fusion
drivers, Los Alamos has begun a design effort to explore systems in the 200 kJ’ to 10 MJ
range.
This Advanced
KrF Laser Design
eflort provides
information
to the KrF
program on the design arid cost o!’ future KrF laser-fusion
systems,
and provides
directions and goals b the KrF technology
development
effort. Because no current ICF
driver has demonstrated
both the required
cost and the performance
scaling,
and
because
uncertainties
exist in laser-matter
interactions
and target
physics,
Los
Alamos is currently
pursuing
a range of advanced
K.rF laser design activities
and
Woik
is currently
in progress
to scope a 10 MJ Laboratory Microfusion
Facility (LMF ),
a 400 kJ Intermediate
Driver (ID), and an Amplifier Module (AM). In this paper we
will discuss the current
status of ody the LMF design effort.
The Inertial
Fusion Division
of the Off]ce of Weapons
Research,
Development,
and
Testing
in the Department
of Energy and the ICF Laboratories
are conducting
a
scoping study of an LMF.
The purpose o!’ the study is to examine
a facility with a
capability of producing a target yield of 1000 MJ in a single-pulse
mode. The study has
two phases.
The first phase,
completed
in October
1988, examined
the driver
independent
aspects
of the LMF.
This includes
the applications
of the LMF, the
desired
~hot rate, target
fabricet~an,
e work breakdnwn
~truct.i~re,
and a common
costing methodology.
Phase 11 has recently begun and is driver de~}cndent.
There arc
t}iree drivere being considered
for the facility; KrF and Nd:glass
lasers and light-ion
accelerators.
The advanced KrF laser detiign strategy we are following for determining
the optimum
design for the I.MF iu b itrrtite a number of possible architecture~
to determine
the brst
approach,
To date, we have examined
three architectures.
An attractive
f~~t.ure of
KrF luser-fusion
systems
is their flexibility
and wide mnge of design paramct.ers,
We
have exnmirwc! design~ where final amplifier
energy output hag varied by thrm orders
of magnitude.
The fir~t iteration
uees what we considpr
to be today’s
tcchnolo~:y,
a~cking
upgraded
Aurora large amplifier
module~ (1. AM~), We huvc found that th]s
appro~ch
ia probably
too expensive
and comp]ex,
Ie}iding to a system
t}~nt dm~s not

The second iteration
examined
an architecture
that
appear attractive
for the LMF.
uses what we consider
ta be the largest
possible
amplifier
module based on laser
Using these modules, a 10 MJ LMF would require only four main
physics limitations.
amplifiers.
This architecture
appears to be attractive
and affordable for the Lhl F, but
would require
substantial
extrapolations
in technology.
In particular,
the use of thinfilm windows
and extremely
high-voltage
electron
beams would be required.
We ~rc
currently
finishing
the third iteration,
which uses intermediate-sized
amplifiers
and
requires only minor extrapolations
in pulsed-power
technology.
This final iteration
uses angular
multiplexed
amplifier
modules
1.3 x 3.9 x 3.8 m3 in size producing
energies in the range of 250 kJ each. Figure 3 shows a schematic
layout of these units
in a tri-fold cluster which produces 750 kJ in 60 multiplexed
beams of 10 ns each.
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Although
the final I.MF design has not yet been chosen from this orrt~y of it[lriitl(}r)s,
we currently
expect it will be close to the third design itrrntion
d~~scrihcd fihovr
Fr[)nl
these design activities
we can determine
the mnjor co~t. drivers
for such n fi]~il\t Y III}(I
from them determine
cost reduction
gonl~ nnd the required
technology
progrums

Figure 4 shows the laser driver cost broken down by system for a
design studies.
design based on current Aurora @chnology
compared to the design using the 250 kJ
laser module described
above. The optics and puhe power account for 60% of the total
cost for the Aurora based designs producing
an unacceptably
high laser system cost.
Advanced
design concepts
have identified
technology
areas that can be improved
to
The results of these technology
improvements
are
reduce the over all system costs.
shown in figure 4 for the LMF technology
designs where the optics and pulse power
costs have been reduced to 19% of the total system cost, and the total system cost is
reduced by a factor of five,
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The KrF laser technology
development
program
addresses
cost reductions
for the l.\l F
designs
in the areas of optic~, pulse power and l~ser performance
as WC]] as those
technical
issues effecting system reli~bility
and modeling acrurncy
EIIch nf th(> foiur
major thrust
areas ig outlined
below.

to benchmark
scheduled.

both

ASE

codes

and

the e-beam

propagatiorddeposition

model

is also

plan utilizing
the existing
e-beam
Laser
Performance
-- An ecti~ ~ experimental
pu’.nped devices
has been implc nented
t.r address
the issues
of energy deposition,
A new Laser
nonaaturable
absorption,
energy
extraction,
and fluorine
burnup.
Scaling Test Bed (LSTB ) facility is being constructed
at Maxwell Research Laboratories
which will allow experimental
investigation
of energy
extraction,
ASE effects,
and
energv deposition
up w 200 J/l for pump pulses from 0.5 b 2.0 us.
Optical
Technology
Development
- The primaly cost drivers for a KrF LhfF facility are
energy extraction
(laser physics)
and optical component
cost and performance.
Three
The optical damage
t}. -esholcl for 248 nm
major activity
areas -will be addressed
here.
coatings has steadily
increased
over the last few years (from - 1 to >6 J/cm2) through
an intiract.ive
development
program
between
Los Alamos and commercial
suppllers
This effort will be continued
with an emphasis
upon fluorine
resis~ant
coatings,
low
scatter
coatings,
and, high darnage threshold.
Large reflecti~’e and transmissive
optic
cmts will be addressed
through
a series of contracti
to develop advanced
substrate
and
replication
technology,
as well as a complimentary
internal
effort to address
composite
mirror construction
and mirror mounting
technology.
Pulse Power ‘1’echnolo~
Development
-- The pulse power effort w-ill be directed u)”Kard
Experimental
and theoretical
work to extend
the current
e-gur)
three major issues.
technology
(0.7 MeV) to relativistic
energies
(~ 1 MeV) will be performed
using the
existing
facilities
and the planned
Amplifier
Test Unit (ATIJ)
The ATU will also hv
used to develop
the technology
necessary
to increase
the large area electron
beam
transmission
from the current
-30% (LAM) to the 60 ta 80% level.
Electron
tra]e tory
modeling,
composite
foil structures,
md low obscuration
hibachi
structures
will bc
investigated.
A long range materials
development
effort to Drove the feasibi)itv
of usInc
co-poly-mer dielectric
tra-nsmission
)ines to-replace
the pu_lsed charged
wate-r IIn(’s l;
also being implemented.

High energy,
high peak power KrF lasers represent
a promising
new tcchno]ogy
for
inertial
confinement
fusion applications.
In order to evaluate
this tcchno]ogy
1.0>
.41amos is conducting
a eeries of integrated
system
demonstrations
with th(’ A\lrorii
Laser Fusion
facility.
Future
applications
of this laser are being cvaluiit(’d
by u
coordinated
program
of advanced
designs
and technology
cIL’vclopmCn:
programs
If
these evaluations
are successful,
KrF lasers
will provide
the nntion:]l
lCF ~Jrt)~r;in]
with an ri!tractive
future
driver candidate
for the Laboratory
hl}crofusi{)n
F’i](lll(}
III
the lati 1990’s time frame,

